Improvement of Estimation Accuracy of Waves and Currents in the Surf Zone by Boussinesq Wave Model
Yoshiyuki UNO and Katsuya HIRAYAMA A hybrid model switched from the Boussinesq model to the nonlinear shallow water model by omitting the diffusion terms after wave breaking is proposed. The present model can reproduce the deformation of wave profile in surf zone with good accuracy due to the distribution of turbulence energy in time and spatial domain, which is calculated with the wave breaking model. Both the spatial distribution of undertow considering the mass flux of surface roller in addition to the depth-integrated velocity and the vertical distribution given by the turbulence energy with the turbulence scale assumed as 10% settled water depth are estimated with good accuracy. Furthermore the reproduction by this model indicates that the undertow around the breakwater on a sloping beach is not negligible comparing with the wave-induced currents. exp. Cox
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